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President’s Note
As 2017 rolls to a close, we
recount all the wonderful ways
SCVFA has brought our
community closer together.
People gather monthly to jam
and connect through the power
of music. Playouts create the
impetus to form pick-up bands
to
perform at
different
venues. Volunteers pass on the
music via aural tradition at the
Tune Builder Circle. The Slow
Jam volunteer leader welcomes newcomers as they
immerse themselves into traditional music at a slower,
learning tempo. All of us at SCVFA are fortunate to be
part of such a wonderful, awesome, giving community.
Did you forget something? I have acquired a sturdy
music stand in a black bag along with a piece of
expensive electronic equipment. If this, or any other
lost item belongs to you contact me at
President /at/ fiddlers.org. Our collection is growing.
SCVFA’s Annual Holiday Potluck is this month at the
December jam. Wear your holiday finest, bring your
family and friends as well as a potluck item to share, be
prepared to play some holiday music and relax while
chatting with other members.
Tom and MaryAnn Clausen are preparing to relocate to
Portland, Oregon. Tom retired from NASA this summer
and continues to play fiddle and guitar with contagious
energy. He has been a very active member over the
years, serving as publicity chair and trustee for SCVFA
as well as serving as president of CSOTFA District
9. MaryAnn has been organizing the Holiday Potluck for
many years. They both have been wonderful supporters
of SCVFA and will be missed. Tom says: “Our
California house sold really fast and now it looks like we
will be semi-homeless for a short while. We expect to
move out of our home around Dec. 15 and will stay with
friends in Cupertino until Dec. 31 at which point we are
going to Hawaii for two weeks. If all goes right, we will
move into the new house up here [in Portland] on Jan. 15.

December 2017
Next Jam: Dec 3

The dates are somewhat tentative, but it could well be
that the Dec. jam could be our last as regular attendees.
We do plan, however, to come back on occasion - we
have three sons who remain in the area - so SCVFA has
yet to see the last of us and we will be sure to time our
trips to the “Valley of Heart’s Delight” to coincide with
the first Sunday. We’ll certainly miss the terrific
friendships, camaraderie and, of course, the fantastic
music and musicians, that we’ve grown to depend and
count on at any SCVFA activity.”
Volunteers are what keep SCVFA going. Do you love
passing on the musical tradition? Consider volunteering
to lead the Tune Builder Circle or the Slow Jam. If
leading a group isn’t your thing but you can lift the PA
equipment and have a big car, we can use your help to
transport the sound equipment and assist with setup on
stage. Let me know if you are available, even if only
once a year. President /at/ fiddlers.org
Thanks to all the volunteers at the November jam. Bob
Palasek led the slow jam, Ray Chen led Tune Builder,
Bert Raphael was jam manager, Elan Alford assisted with
the equipment transportation, and Dinah and Charlotte
handled the admission desk.
We had a big group for “Afters” at Sam’s Bar-b-que in
November. Due to the holiday potluck, we will not meet
for “Afters” in December, but will resume in January.
It takes a village to keep SCVFA running smoothly. Let’s
all do our part.
--- Susan
MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW FOR THE
HOLIDAY POTLUCK!
See Page 3
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In Memoriam
We’re sorry to report that Bill Hall,
guitarist, singer and SCVFA member
for over 15 years, died on Tuesday,
November 14, 2017.
Bill lived in the hills near Boulder
Creek. In spite of the long drive, he
was a regular participant in SCVFA
“playouts”, the performances we put on
for various organizations. One of his
favorite songs was “Sierra Swing.”

Bill Hall jams at the park
(Aug 2014 photo: Pete Showman)

We’re also sorry to report that Jim Dinkey,
harmonica player and SCVFA member since
January 1992, passed away Friday, November 17,
2017.
Jim was a regular SCVFA jam attendee and
participated in a lot of “playouts”. He was a SCVFA
donor and hosted a trustee meeting at his home.
We’ll miss them both.
- Pete Showman
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Jim Dinkey (harmonica) with
Virgil Stanford and Peter Forrest.
(Jan 2009 photo: Richard Brooks)
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SCVFA Happenings
Did you know that SCVFA receives a significant commission on every Amazon purchase when you initiate
your item search from the SCVFA website’s homepage (www.fiddlers.org)? Always initiate your Amazon
item searches through the SCVFA Home Page and ignore Amazon’s suggestion to support SCVFA through
Amazon Smile (for which we get nothing).

SCVFA Slow Jam

Join us for the SCVFA
Holiday Potluck
Sunday, Dec. 3rd

The active song list is:
Angeline The Baker (D)
Arkansas Traveler (D)
Girl I Left Behind Me (G)
Jaybird (D)
June Apple (A)
Liberty (D)
Mississippi Sawyer (D)
Over The Waterfall (D)

Red-Haired Boy (A)
Red Wing (G)
Soldier’s Joy (D)
Squirrel Hunters (A)
St. Anne’s Reel (D)
Swallowtail Jig (E)
Whiskey Before Breakfast (D)
Wildwood Flower (C)

AJ Lee and Blue Summit
at the January 7 Jam
We’ll have an exciting event at the January 2018 jam
(2018 is next month, folks!). AJ Lee and her band,
Blue Summit, will perform a mini-concert for us
starting at about 3:00.
Joining AJ (mandolin) will be Sullivan Tuttle (guitar),
Isaac Cornelius (standup bass) and Jesse Fichman
(guitar). All also sing, as they perform a mix of
original songs and covers.
Don’t miss this special event. No extra charge;
concert admission is included in the regular jam
admission.

•
•

Jamming and stage performances from 1-3 PM
Potluck Dinner starts at 3 PM

Please bring lots of side dishes and a few desserts.
The SCVFA will provide turkey, ham, beverages,
eating utensils and decorations.
Bring one dish to feed four times as many as are in
your group. So if you come alone, bring enough for
four people. If you come as a couple, bring enough for
8. Please bring your own serving utensils and tape
your name on your serving dishes so we know who
they belong to.
Can’t bring a dish? Come anyway, and buy a meal for
just $5.
Note: We do not have permission to use the kitchen
facilities (kitchen sinks or electrical outlets). No food
warmers or electrical utensils are permitted.

More details and general SCVFA info: see our
website www.fiddlers.org or call president Susan
Goodis 650-336-5561

Caleb Klauder and Reeb Willms
Original songs, tunes and trad. & country repertoire
Dec 7, 2017 Cupertino Odd Fellows Lodge 70 6:45pm
Silicon Valley House Concerts presents
Dos Valley Trio – Jewels of the San Joaquin
Harry & Cindy Liedstrand with Terry Barrett
Dec 9, 2017 Mountain View 7:00pm Concert
For info email sgoodis /at/ gmail.com

District 9 of the California State
Old-Time Fiddlers Association (CSOTFA)
December Holiday Jam: Dec 10, 2017 1:30-5:00pm.
See www.csotfa9.org/
San Francisco Folk Music Club’s “Camp
Harmony” Dec 27, 2017 to Jan 1, 2018;
Monte Toyon, Santa Cruz redwoods
See www.sffmc.org/harmony_body.html

It is important that each one of our members continues to talk about SCVFA and shares our enthusiasm
with fellow musicians, family, and friends. Take a few business cards and share them when the
opportunity presents itself.
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November Photos (1 of 2)

Bluegrass jam with nice breaks and singing
(Photo: Susan Goodis)

Slow Jammers playing “Arkansas Traveler”. Sounds great to me! Thanks to Bob Palasek for leading the
group. (Photo: Susan Goodis)

Ray Chen leading the Tune Builder Circle - Tuning for cross - A (AEAE) to learn Tommy Jarrell’s “June
Apple”
(Photo: Susan Goodis)
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November Photos (2 of 2)

November Portland Collection Jam led by Sue Torngren and John Gregorin (right)
(Photo: Susan Goodis)

John Sellers and past President Fritz
Buell (Photo: Susan Goodis)

Sue Torngren, John Gregorin, Jessica Ollmann and Gail Hall play
“The Chestnut” (Photo: Susan Goodis)

Everywhere you go is more music and more happy people
playing (Photo: Susan Goodis)
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Linda Maki (far left), Chip Curry (far right),
and friends. An awesome bluegrass group.
(Photo by jam attendee)
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Pattern: V1ChCh - V2ChCh

Jingle Bells

Key: G
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Pattern: AABC.AABC

Winter Wonderland

Key: C and E (and G)

© 1934
Music by Felix Bernard (1897-1944)
Lyrics by Richard B. Smith (1901-1935)
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The first half of the "bridge" (the [B] part) is in 4 more sharps than the rest of the tune. So C & E, as here, or F & A,
etc. You can hear Dean Martin (in C & E) at www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkFP0VwpPRY. Or if you prefer flats, Bing
Crosby does it in A (4 flats) & C. Typeset by Pete Showman in ABC Plus 12/12/2013 (using abcm2ps 7.3.5).
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Santa Clara Valley Fiddlers Association
P.O. Box 2666
Cupertino, CA 95015-2666

SCVFA Jam on the first Sunday of each month.
Location: Hoover Middle School, 1635 Park Ave.,
San Jose. The school is at the corner of Naglee and
Park. Cafeteria parking is on the Naglee side.

Next Jam: Sunday Dec. 3rd, 1-5 pm
at Hoover. Holiday Potluck at 3 pm

Damaged or Missing Issue? Call us,
or email to: newsletter /at/ scvfa.org

Here are a few things you still have time to do before the end of 2017 for SCVFA, and feel free to mention
any of them in your family newsletter:
Be a leader - Teach a tune at the monthly Tune Builder Circle.
Take a few SCVFA business cards to hand out to fellow musicians.
Come and jam with us on December 3rd and every month thereafter.
Share photos of SCVFA events - send to newsletter /at/ fiddlers.org
Board meetings - all SCVFA members are welcome - For date and location, ask any Board member.
Pass on performance inquiries at performances /at/ fiddlers.org.
Offer assistance to transport sound equipment from the storage locker.

One more thing: We will soon be in need of a volunteer
to assume the role of Performance Coordinator,
For information email President /at/ fiddlers.org

For information email sgoodis /at/ gmail.com

